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Welcome to the magical World of Collectibles 
A home- and kitchen accessory series brought to life by a seat in Siena, Fjeld skov on Djursland and 
Skanning Samson. Directly from the Danish forest to your kitchen- and dinning table. 

a seat in Siena specializes in designing beautiful contemporary pieces for modern living. Fjeld skov 
is a 5th generation family owned home and forestry situated on beautiful Djursland. When we met, 
we knew it was the perfect match between values and expertise. We both value minimal waste, 
sustainable solutions without compromising on quality and aesthetics. 

So we got together and pulled in a Danish chef turned wood craftsman to help us put together a 
beautiful line that will adorn your kitchens and dining tables for years to come. These are beautiful 
and functional items with small design details that make a big difference. 
After a journey of nine months we are proud to present Collectibles. A kitchen and dining 
accessories series designed to adorn and serve your table for decades. 

Design 
Collectibles is a nine piece home accessory line designed, sourced and crafted end to end in 
Denmark with wood from Fjeld Skov on Djursland and design and craftsmanship by a seat in 
Siena.  

The line is designed by Danish designers, hand made by Danish wood specialists in collaboration 
with professional Danish Chefs and food connoisseurs to best possibly serve its purpose. All items 
can easily be mixed and matched with both modern and traditional porcelain and stoneware 
already found in you kitchen and on your dining table. 
One may ask ‘why square and not round?’ The square shape is a conscious choice made in order to 
ensure that all pieces fit in with most kitchen cabinets and drawers. This way less space is wasted. 
The design are inspired by both Danish and Japanese minimalistic design aesthetics such as 
simplicity, clean lines, natural materials, multi functionality.  
While our pieces may have square shapes, they have rounded edges. A Seat in Siena’s signature 
design features include the shadow note and chamfer or rounded edges. The shadow note gives 
the magical floating effect and the objects appear to be slightly levitated off the surface they are 
resting on. These features ensure smooth surfaces which gives you a delightful feeling every time 
you slide your fingers around a piece to lift it. 

Collectibles is for the conscious consumer, you would like to know exactly how the end product is 
sourced and the hands that it has passed through.  
Wood from Fjeld Skov - https://fjeldskov.dk/ 
Crafted by Skanning Samson https://www.instagram.com/skanningsamsson/ 
Designed and sold by a seat in Siena https://www.aseatinsiena.com/
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